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By Joe Brown

Each year, the
Baltimore Convention
Center becomes home
to Otakon, one of the
largest Anime conven-
tions in the Nation. For
three days, the city of
Baltimore becomes host
to a strange company of
mechanized robots, cat
girls, vampires and
ninja (to say the least)

that roam around Inner Harbor, in their own
strangely animated reality. For those attending
Otakon, there are numerous things to do, there are
panels and workshops one can attend and share in
the knowledge of those far more nerdy then they,
there are autographs and original artwork to be
had, live action role-playing to watch and attend,
characters to dress up as, video games to be
played (there is just about an even split between
fighting games and rhythm games), and a verita-
ble treasure trove awaits those who seek out the
dealers room. And for those who are not interest-
ed in any of that, there is the true reason to attend
Otakon, 7 video rooms showing nonstop anime.

If one is to attend Otakon, there are a few
things which one needs to keep in mind. Firstly,
pre-register for the convention. The pre-registra-
tion line this year took a total of 15 minutes to
complete, from the end of the line to getting your
id badge. Standing in line with a friend who was
registering at the door took 2+ hours to complete.
The line contained more twists and turns than a

chubby checker routine. Secondly, make sure that
you have a hotel room before reaching Baltimore
(preferably one that is close to the convention
center), from experience, this author can assure
you that walking around for 3 straight days, is not
anywhere near as pleasant as sleeping in a com-
fortable hotel room (even an uncomfortable hotel
room, for those budget shoppers out there). Once
at the convention, one must remember to never
say the word ‘‘cartoon”, for doing so will bring a
horde of easily agitated otaku down upon one's
person. Now it should go without saying, but
bring money. It's a convention; there will be plen-
ty of nifty things that people will want to trade
you for those presidential flash cards. Plus, one
has to consider food and transportation (depend-
ing on where your hotel is located and what else
you might want to do while in a big city {assum-
ing you don't already come from a big city}).

It would probably be beneficial to bring a
camera or some other recording device to Otakon
as well if attending, as there will be cat girls
aplenty walking around in outfits that make you
want to ask ‘‘how much”. These of course are not
to be missed or forgotten; neither are the other
costumed otaku, who while not wearing catgirls
outfits are wearing something equally deserving
of place in your memories. Also, for those attend-
ing, be prepared to walk, you will cross the con-

vention center at least 4712 times as you attempt
to see all sorts of different anime, buy things in
the dealer room, attend panels, and kick some-
one's ass at Tekken or Dead or Alive (or your
video game of choice, given that it will probably
be there). Maybe start a training regiment a
month or so before Otakon, walking to the televi-
sion to change the channel manually, walking the
pizza boxes to the garbage can instead of leaving
them in a pile on the floor in the corner of your
room, daring to see what the upstairs portion of
your house looks like after being abandoned for
half a year. Little things like that will get you in
shape for Otakon before you know it.

All in all , if you have any liking for anime,
and anime related things, and you live on the
east coast, the best thing that you could ever do
for yourself is attend Otakon, prepare as listed
above and you are guaranteed  to have the time
of your life. Also, when and if you are hungry,
head to Shane's sandwich shop about 2 blocks
from the convention center, located catty corner
to the Wyndham hotel and ask for a Shane burg-
er, you won't regret it. (Assuming you like to eat
meat, if you are a vegetarian, you would almost
certainly regret it, in fact, Shane's is really not
the type of place any vegetarian should visit,
ever, for any reason, including and not limited to
hunger).

NICHOLAS J WOLFWOOD AND AN UNKNOWN FEMALE WERE SEEN BY THE ADV FILMS BOOTH,, BOUNTY HUNTERS BEWARE,, VASH CAN’’T BE FAR BEHIND ((OR AWAY)) 

EXCITED OTAKU BRAVE THE HARSHEST OF ELEMENTS FOR A CHANCE TO
ATTEND OTAKON

YOKO ISHIDA PENS AN AUTOGRAPH
FOR A YOUNG FAN
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Good Vs. Evil: The
Open Gaming
License

Green Ronin Publishing,
Alderac Entertainment Group,

Arthaus (Sword & Sorcery), Bastion Press,
Chaosium, and of course Wizards of the Coast are
only a few of the ever growing number of D20
publishers. 

Since its creation in 2000 by Wizards of the
Coast, the D20 game engine has grown to encom-
pass the majority of the published media in
today’s gaming era. Currently there are over 100
different publishers who are all taking advantage
of the “Open Gaming License,” which has made it
possible for outside vendors to create and distrib-
ute their own brand of D20 merchandise.

What does this mean? Well, now you never
have to wonder what type of skills it would
require to become an herbalist. Or if you’re sitting
around your house one day thinking about how
many legions of hellspawn there are on a specific
plane of the Abyss. Well wonder no more.

Those type of questions along with any other
possible combination of gaming conundrums have
all been answered by any one of the ever growing
list of D20 publishers. There is such an enormous
amount of gaming material out there, it would take
weeks to pour over all of the information let alone
compile it to use in your own campaign world.

Having played Dungeons & Dragons for over
13 years, as well as a variety of other RPG’s, I’ve
run across my fair share of good game engines
and very bad game mechanics. It’s a no brainer to
understand that the D20 system is ingenious as
well as easy to learn. No longer do you have to
spend valuable game time doing hundreds of math
equations to determine if your character survives
his save throws or if he was able to decapitate his
foe without a shadow of a doubt. 

The Third Edition Dungeons & Dragons
game by WOTC was the first RPG to utilize this
game mechanic and was the game that it was orig-
inally intended for. Since then other games such as
the cult fan favorite Call of Cthulhu and the Wild
West gun slinging RPG Dead Lands have been
resurrected with this new game engine. Both

games turning to the D20 rules system have
encouraged them to be played by more people
rather than alienating gamers by having to learn an
entirely new game system. To certain gamers, that
task could be time consuming as well as daunting.

That was the good, here may be the bad.
Thus far a game such as Dungeons and

Dragons has had its popularity in waves. It was an
underground hit with young adults as well as
adults in the late 1970’s when the game first hit.
Then the game crept around until the mid-80’s
where once again it boomed again. This was the
era of the action figures, the D&D cartoon and
Second Edition Dungeons and Dragons which
built upon the foundation set forth by legendary
Gary E. Gygax and Dave Arneson. This was also
the time where I was bit by the D&D bug and
have happily stayed infected (er um, I mean
enlightened) ever since. Now we’re in the games
third edition as well as its third phase or popularity
period as far as I’m concerned.

Toward the end of the games second period,
between the late 80’s and mid 90’s, my favorite
game suffered from something I’d like to call
overextendourselveswithproductandmerchandise-
itus to quote the gnome precisely. There was just
too much out there. A gamer who, like me, wanted
to know everything there is to know and have
everything there was to have but didn’t have the
thousands of dollars to do it was SOL (shit out of
luck folks). The only alternative was the gaming
group. Together with the rest of your gaming
group there might have been enough pooled
resources to get your hands on maybe half of the
game material out there. At that time there was so
much to buy. You had your Dragonlance Setting,
Forgotten Realms, Ravenloft, Al-Quadim,
Birthright, Planescape; did I forget to mention any,
maybe. But you see my point. Now multiply all of
those game settings by all of their modules and
expansions and accessories and NOW we’re talk-
ing thousands of dollars worth of merchandise.

What I saw happen was this. Too many
accessories and add-ons nearly lead to the death of
my favorite game. TSR put out way more than
most of us could chew. Most of the materials were
hit and miss with niche audiences. Not everyone
wanted to buy everything. Not everyone wanted to
own every supplement or module for every realm
expansion. We all had our favorites. And trying to

cater to the favorites of millions of people is rather
hard.

What I saw happen then is the same thing
that could happen now. There isn’t just one com-
pany creating tons of new products at a rapid rate.
There are over a hundred of the D20 making lem-
mings who are out to create a name for them-
selves as the best D20 publisher. Yes, I am well
aware that there is now an answer for everything
via a game supplement and yes I am well aware
that you need not run out and buy it all. But let’s
remember one of the reasons we got into the game
in the first place, to expand and use our imagina-
tions. You don’t need to run out and buy what
someone thinks the rules for creating your own
army of undead gummy bears and their recipes for
making the secret gummy berry juice. Devise your
own rules damn it.

If you notice, on every D20 product that sits
on your gaming stores shelf there is a line that
reads; this product requires the use of the Player’s
Handbook, the Dungeon Master’s Guide and the
Monster Manual. Believe it or not that is all you
really need. It’s nice to go out and supplement
your personal RPG library with what you think is
brilliantly written or cool, but remember that your
imagination can create something equal if not bet-
ter.

So after reading this there remains only one
question, is the Open Game License which utilizes
the D20 Game engine good or evil? First, I’ll
answer the proposed question with my brain.
HELL NO it’s not EVIL! The OGL and the D20
Engine are as I mentioned earlier ingenious and
brilliant. They have made something we all love
less complicated, more evolved at the same time
and expandable. It has also given new life to clas-
sic RPG’s and opened them up for new gamers
who no longer have to be intimidated when learn-
ing a new game system because it’s the same sys-
tem. Now let me answer the same question with
my fears. HELL YA IT IS! The same thing that
almost happened to our beloved game could hap-
pen again. Recognize this: WOW, look at all of
the DOT.COM businesses out there making all of
this money overnight. Where are they now?
They’re GONE in the blink of an eye. WOW, look
at all of this RPG material from these publishers
who are making tons of money. Where will they
be? Who Knows?
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An Interview with R.A. Salvatore
By James Luft

Last year Legions Realm Monthly did an
exclusive interview with N.Y. Times Best Selling
Author R.A. Salvatore. The interview consisted of
questions surrounding his latest Forgotten Realms
novel Sea of Swords which detailed the continu-
ing adventures of Drizzt Do’Urden and the salva-
tion of one of his most beloved characters Wulfgar
the Barbarian.

With the October realease of Salvatore’s new
novel  1,000 Orcs, we have decided to reprint the
interview with R.A. Salvatore in its entirety.

LR: With the enormous success of the Paths of
Darkness series, will there be another book 
featuring Entreri and Jarlaxle?
R.A.S: I think so, yes. I had too much fun with
that duo to avoid them for very long. As of now,
I’m focusing on the new trilogy, The Hunter’s
Blades, which features Drizzt most of all, and
since I’m doing a DemonWars book every year, as
well, I won’t have time to delve too deeply into
Artemis and Jarlaxle. However, I’m also signed to
do short stories in the upcoming Realms’antholo-
gies and I expect those to focus on the duo. Also, I
expect to go back to them for a novel as soon as
time permits. 
LR: What project for either WOTC or another 
publiser are you currently working on?
R.A.S: Right now, too many. I’m working on “A
Thousand Orcs,” the next Drizzt book, but I’ve
also just finished editing “Transcendance,” the
next DemonWars’novel, in addition to consulting
on the edit for the first book in the “War of the
Spider Queen” series for WotC, and of course,
there’s this little Star Wars Episoe II novelization
that’s keeping me pretty busy... 
LR: What do you think the reception for the new
Star Wars novel your currently working on will be
like considering the response to Vector Prime?
R.A.S: I’m still not sure of what the reception for
“Vector Prime” truly was. I know the book is still
selling very well and I get quite a bit of positive
feedback. I also know that there are some people
out there who were (and still are not) happy with
“Vector Prime.” I think Star Wars has a problem,
wherein some of the core readership has taken
everything so much to heart, they’ve stopped read-
ing the books for the story, but more for the details
— specifically, how their favorite characters wee
treated by the author. I’m not sure that’s a winning
scenario, for reader or for author. 

Having said that, I think the novelizations
are an entirely different animal. There can be no
questioning of whether or not this is George
Lucas’s true vision of the galaxy far, far away. I

have no idea of what the reaction will be — I
admit that I do have a slightly different style of
telling a story than many of my contemporaries
(which is on purpose, by the way). So far, though,
working on the project’s been an absolute blast. 
LR: What is R.A. Salvatore currently reading?
R.A.S: A screenplay - I can’t talk about it. And an
upcoming book by Richard Lee Byers for “War of
the Spider Queen.” I can’t talk about it. I’ve also
got two soon-to-be-published manuscripts waiting
to be read, one by Mike Stackpole and the other
by Kevin Anderson. I hope I can get to them in
time to get a quote in. 
LR: Having purchased and played the adventure,
“The Accursed Tower,” designed by yourself and
the Seven Swords gaming group, are there any
plans for moregaming modules or supplements?
R.A.S: I have no idea if the guys would be inter-
ested in doing another. We had fun with that one,
but Seven Swords was really about my brother
Gary, to me at least. He’s gone now, and so are
Seven Swords. Certainly if any of the guys came
to me wanting to do a module, I’d help them
along. In fact, my son is designing one for
Dungeon that he’s hoping to submit. Pretty good,
too. 
LR: Have you had a chance to actually sit down
and playsome D&D lately, and if so have you
started playing the new 3rd Ed. rules? What do
you think of 3rd Ed?
R.A.S: We haven’t played for a while - mostly
because of the others’ schedules and not mine. As
for 3rd edition, we gave it a try, but since none of
us had the time to truly explore it (or to design
dungeons for it), we reverted to 1st edition. We
always seem to crawl back to first edition! I’m
hoping to start a campaign before Christmas, and
if I do, we’ll be back in 3rd edition, this time to
give it a more honest look-see.
LR: Last but not least, have you ever considered
including any other Forgotten Realms characters
in a cross-over or do you have any plans for creat-
ing new Forgotten Realms characters to read
about.
R.A.S: I don’t really like to share characters, so
as far as Elminster or Liriel showing up in one of
my books.....no. As for new characters, sure, you’ll
see some coming in. 
LR: Did you have the story arc of Wulfgar com-
ing back to the Companions of the Hall already
preconceived or was it a step by step process you
thought out with each book?
R.A.S: I knew the general direction, but the
specifics just sort of played themselves out as I
went along. That’s always the way I do it - it’s why
DemonWars became seven books instead of six,
and why Wulfgar came back from the Abyss in the

first place! Writing is more fun for me if I don’t
know exactly where it’s going, which is why I get
frustrated when people write to me demanding
certain story arcs. And that’s happening more and
more, unfortunately. 
LR: The plot of Aegis-fang being retrieved was
innevitable but what prompted adding the 
antagonist hunting Drizzt?
R.A.S: Closure, more than anything else. I’ve got
new plans for Drizzt and the gang, but I wanted
closure on a lot of the old storylines. Now I can
send the band back towards Mithral Hall with a
relatively clean slate, one that I’ll muddy up in
new and fun ways, to be sure! 
LR: The concept behind that antagonist was fan-
tastic, was that planned from when it was first
penned to happen at some point in the future or
did you decided not too long ago to reach back
into Drizzts history and develop a new adversary
for him?
R.A.S: One of the biggest challenges to me as a
writer is to give Drizzt worthy adversaries, and
this one was worthy in ways very different from,
say, an Entreri. Not as skilled with the blade, but
certainly able to cut more deeply into Drizzt’s
heart than Entreri ever could. “Sea of Swords”
was originally planned out as the necessary
clean-up, the hunt for Aegis-fang and that sort of
thing. 

The inspiration for the villain here just came
to me as I prepared to put it together. In truth, I
think this one ranks among the best of the Drizzt
books. It’s my second favorite, tied with “The
Halfling’s Gem”, right behind “Homeland.” 

My fear, though, is that a lot of long-time
readers will miss the subtleties of the story
because they’re becoming more concerned with
the specifics of the characters. If a reader judges
the book negatively BECAUSE there are implica-

Salvatore Sheds Light 
On New & Old Material
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tions that Catti-brie is getting closer to Drizzt
instead of Wulfgar, for instance (because he or she
wants Catti-brie with Wulfgar), rather than the
specifics of the story told within the book, then
that reader is cheating himself and cheating me. 
LR: Many different characters played an impor-
tant role in this novel (i.e. Dudermont, Robillard,
Morik the Rogue, Bellany the Sorceress, or the
battle ragers)are there any plans on expanding on
those characters as well. 
R.A.S: Deudermont and Robillard always seem to
pop in, though I’ve no plans for them anytime
soon. I’ve always liked Morik, the poor man’s
Entreri, but of course, I’ve already got Entreri.
And Bellany became one of my favorites in
the book. I guess what I’m saying is, I don’t
know. Nothing on the table for any of them,
but that could change with the next book. 

As for the battleragers....hehehe, just
watch. The characters I’m watching closely
right now are Bruenor, Wulfgar and Regis.
Bruenor, I think, really got back into charac-
ter with Sea of Swords, Wulfgar’s getting
close to becoming a better and more dimen-
sional character all around, and Regis, for
the first time, yelled at me to put him in the thick
of things. I think he’ll revert to luxury and good
food, but hey, I could be wrong. 

Oh, and one more thing, for those afraid
that Drizzt has nowhere left to go, consider the
title of the new trilogy and take heart. 
LR: (I know this may be an uncomfortable ques-
tion, you need not answer it) Fans may have con-
fused a few years ago when they read the Sea of
Swords, a novel about our favorite Dark elf, was
being written by another author. What was the
intention behind such an atrocity and what
brought about its demise.
R.A.S: I think there’s some confusion here.
“Shores of Dusk” was a Drizzt novel that was
being written by another author, never “Sea of
Swords”. Completely different timeline and story.
As for that unfortunate and painful incident, let’s
just say that Wizards of the Coast decided it would

be better to have me
writing Drizzt
books than to have
other people writ-
ing Drizzt books,

because I made it
clear from the get-go
that he was not a

character I
would consid-

er sharing.
Nor are the

others. I
know
there
was a
short
story

written
about Drizzt
and Zak in
a long-ago
anthology. I
know that
Drizzt made

an appear-
ance in one

Realms book written by another. I know that
Entreri was in a mini-book series. 

I pay no attention to any of those. They’re
stories written about characters who happen to
have the same names as the characters I’ve creat-
ed, and nothing more. That may sound harsh, and
perhaps not even in keeping with the themes of a
shared world, but if people are going to develop
characters I’ve created without consulting me,
then I have every right to ignore the work. On the
flip side, when Elaine Cunningham calls me to ask
if she can use Gromph Baenre in her books, or
drop Jarlaxle’s name in a certain context, the only
way I’d think of saying no is if her work was in

direct conflict with something I was cooking up.
I’m happy to report that WotC, as a matter of poli-
cy, has come to agree with me on this. When they
decided they needed to do a series about Lolth
and the goings’-on of the Underdark, they hired
me on as a consultant. So far, it’s a blast. 

LR: Off the top of my head, readers my notice
that at least four characters seem to be dealing
with some new character developments, for exam-
ple: Drizzt increasingly trying to adhere to his
morals as to whats right or wrong, Cattie-brie’s
struggle with her sword Khazidea, Regis’s new-
found bravery in combat, and of course Wulfgar’s
struggle to find himself. How do you know which
way a character will progress? Is there a formula
or is it more unplanned? 
R.A.S: Unplanned. I go with my gut and follow it
through. I think you’re wrong about Drizzt,
though. Here’s the way I see his journey so far,
which might give people an idea of where he may
be going. First, he became disillusioned, then hor-
rified, by the wretchedness of his people. This
forced him out alone, knowing neither friendship
nor love. Then, in finding Bruenor and the gang in
Icewind Dale, he came to know friendship and
love Well, that pushed Drizzt into some very
strange positions. Consider his carefree attitude in
Crystal Shard, and how that had metamorpho-
sized into a more cautious approach to the world.
Drizzt became, in a way, a victim of his love - for
Bruenor, for Wulfgar, for Regis, and especially for
Catti-brie. He became too afraid of losing what he
had to live his life in a more carefree and worth-
while way. 

That’s changing. “Sea of Swords” marked
the beginning of the change. I think our drow
friend is beginning to realize that he and his
friends are destined for adventure, and if they die
along the way, following their correct road, then
so be it. 

The beauty of all of this is that it just sort of
happened. I didn’t plan any of it, but now I’m
watching it come full circle. I love it. 

Of course, I’ll hit our favorite drow with
more than a few missiles along the way. I’ll tear

him up and beat him up and have him make mis-
takes. That’s the fun part of my job. 

As for the others....Catti-brie is probably the
most sure of where she wants to be, and probably,
of all the friends, the truest in that manner. She’s
who she is, and has never really wavered, and I
don’t think her sword could very truly defeat that
sense of self. Regis was the same way, but his
wound has shown him a side of himself that he’s
only now exploring. Will he like the new Regis or
the old? No idea. 

And of course, Wulfgar’s still climbing
up out of that deep, deep hole. He’s in good hands
now, with Delly and Colson, and his dear and car-

ing friends all around him. 
LR: Have readers seen the last of Sheila
Kree and her band of cut-throats? 
R.A.S: Without spoiling the end of “sea of
Swords”, I’d have to think we have, con-
cerning most of them. Unless a shark
burps.... 
LR: Do you have any plans for Drizzt and
Cattie-Brie to develop their courtship? 
R.A.S: Whistling noncommitally.... 
LR: Will Cadderly Bonaduce and Co. or

Entreri and Jarlaxle make any more appearances
in the Dark Elfs books or will they be in a book of
their own?
R.A.S: I don’t really have plans for Cadderly to
have another book of his own. I think he’s gone
past the adventuring type of guy. And Danica (I
always loved that character) has her hands full
with kids. I expect we’ll see them again, either in a
Drizzt book or an Entreri/Jarlaxle book. As for the
supporting cast, though... 

I have always wanted to find a way to get
Ivan and Pikel Bouldershoulder together with
Thibbledorf Pwent, just to see if anything’s left
standing. I’ll leave it at that. 
LR: What is next for the Companions of the Hall?
What will a return trip to Mithrill Hall bring read-
ers?
R.A.S: You’re assuming, of course, that they ever
really get back to Mithral Hall. Let’s just say that
the road goes on and ever on. I’ll promise that
there will be few tales of Bruenor as a bureaucrat.
The holes are full of enemies, and I know just the
guys to meet that challenge. 
LR: What do you like the most about writing sto-
ries for these characters. What kind of attachment
do you have for them?
R.A.S: They’re like family. I’ve said that for a
long time now. The beauty of my career at this
moment is that I’ve got Corona, my new
DemonWars world, to work in, and once a year, I
get to come home and visit my family. I care
deeply for these characters; they truly are a part
of my life, and a part of me. 

The flip side, and the fear, is that the
demands of the readership will become unattain-
able as they take these characters as a part of
themselves. Like I said earlier about specifics of
the characters outweighing the specifics of the
story concerning judgments of the quality of the
work. I’m hoping that I can go on with Drizzt and
the gang for many years to come, ut we’ll have to
watch and see.

For more information regarding R.A. Salvatore or
his upcoming novel 1,000 Orcs visit 
www.rasalvatore.com

“I think our drow friend is beginning to realize
that he and his friends are destined for adven-
ture, and if they die along the way, following
their correct road, then so be it.”

- R.A. Salvatore
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Star Wars: A Detective’s Story
Chapter One:

A Mysterious Message

It was a drizzly afternoon on the bustling
world of Coruscant.  Traffic was terrible as
usual, so I decided to walk.  Unfortunately for
me, walking is as dangerous as flying, if not
more.  I took the slide-walk to sector 34,
dodged some punks that were spray painting
some stuff on a wall, then took the public lift
that smelled of week-old roast gornt all the
way up.  Thank the Force that I had an office
above the traffic of this place… I was constant-
ly afraid of someone slamming a speeder into
my previous office.  Now I’m just
afraid of another Star Destroyer crash-
ing into our busy planet.  The name’s
Vyris Tykin.  I’m a detective for hire
and this is my story.

I walked into my office and took
off my jacket.  The place was still dark,
so I suspected that my new secretary
hadn’t gotten here yet.  I moved
through the “welcome room”, turned
the light on, and pushed open the old
fashioned door I had separating my
office from the rest of the suite.  Let me pause
the story here and describe my office.  I had an
old couch against the right wall for the occa-
sional pal who came to visit as well as an even
older desk near the left wall.  There were two
chairs in front of my desk and my favorite
chair behind it.  A glow lamp was mounted to
the desk and illuminated the very few papers
on it, but not much else.  Behind my desk was
a wall terminal that I used for just about every-
thing.  A bookshelf lined the wall across from
the door and had stacks of papers detailing old
cases on the bottom shelves and books of ran-
dom things on the other shelves.  Behind the
couch was a relatively large window that went
from the top of the couch to about ten centime-
ters from the ceiling.

Throwing my jacket on the couch, I
slumped down into my chair and glanced
through the papers I had left on my desk.  A
note from my secretary said that she was going
to be late today and that she hoped I’d under-
stand.  I frowned.  She’d only been working for
me for a week and now she was showing up
late.  Oh, well.  I’ll talk to her about it, I
resolved.

The paper that was hidden beneath it men-

tioned that I was up to date on my rent for
the office and since I overpaid this time, the
next month’s rent was cancelled.  I felt a
surge of glee.  I love not worrying about my
rent.  One less worry, one less stressful thing
to lose sleep over, I thought smugly to
myself.

I got up and went to my secretary’s desk
and noted that she had neatly placed every-
thing, including the messages for me.  I
grinned when I figured out which pile was
deigned for my eyes and snatched it up.

“Sorry I’m late.”
I turned and saw my secretary who had

obviously ran from the lift down the hall.
“I had a family problem,” she said with

flushed cheeks.

“It’s alright.  I wasn’t really going to ask
anyway, but since you brought it up, what hap-
pened?”

She moved over to her desk and sat down
in her chair, “My brother’s been running up a
gambling debt and he finally ran into the
wrong people.  I tried warning him that he was
gonna get into trouble, but…”

“…but he didn’t listen,” I finished.  She
nodded and wiped her nose with some tissue.

“We know who did it and we reported it.
Now we just wait for the police to take care of
it.”

I sighed.  The police on Coruscant were
relatively efficient, but there were enough unre-
ported events that occurred that kept a P.I. like
myself in business.

“I understand.  I helped myself to the mes-
sages on the desk and was just about to read
them when you came in.  If you need anything,
don’t hesitate to ask,” I said as I turned to go
into my office.  I like to avoid grieving people
because it has a tendency to rub off on others.

“Okay.  You want me to make any caf?”
“Sure, if it’s not any bother,” and I stepped

into my office, leaving the door open, and
tossed the messages onto my desktop.  I

walked over to the window and gazed across
the rooftops of the nearby buildings.  The sun
was just starting to come up over the artificial
horizon.  Sometimes I hated my profession and
other times I reveled in the challenge it gave
me.  Right now, I was indifferent, but when I
got around to reading the messages waiting for
me, my mood might change.  All I could do
now was steel myself against it.

After a couple of minutes,
my secretary (whose name was Syreen)
tapped on the open door and handed
me a steaming cup of caf.  I smiled to
myself when I realized that we had
slipped into a morning routine after
only a week.  I usually drink two cups
of steaming hot caf every morning, one
before the messages and another after.
I should say something about the mes-
sages.  I always had her take in all the
calls and make some notes on each of
them, then, based on her notes, I’d

decide whether or not to return the call.  She
was really good at the note-taking and I was
glad I paid her well.

Sipping my caf, I picked up the first mes-
sage.  A lost cousin…hmm, I’ll put that in the
To Do box.  Next message:  NRI thanking me
for helping them with a case.  I nodded and
smirked.  They just discovered how useful a
third party was in solving mysteries.  Last mes-
sage:  Anonymous call saying that a govern-
ment official is to be in trouble soon.  I
frowned.  I don’t like anonymous calls.

“Syreen, come here!” I called to my secre-
tary.

She swept into my room, “Yes?”
“What can you tell me about this?” I hand-

ed her the message which she glanced at.
“Some guy sent a voice only message that

was obviously a timed recording yesterday
while you were out.  He said that a nameless
government official is to be in trouble soon.
That’s it.”

I turned immediately to my wall terminal
and commanded, “NRI.”

After a few seconds I got a young man
with a headset on, “New Republic Intelligence,
how can I help you?”

STAR WARS FICTION
BY M. THOMAS DAVIS JR.

“It was my new blaster pistol.  I’d had
it custom made cause I prefer to stun
my targets and have them arrested,
but both of the settings on the gun
really packed a punch.”
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“Put me through to someone in Command
please. This could be an emergency.”

“Voice scan says you are Vyris Tykin and
the trace leads us to your office.  Clearance:
Blue.  I will send your call to General Cracken.
He’s the only one right now that isn’t very
busy,” the screen went blank and showed the
rotating logo of the NRI.  I was surprised that I
was able to reach General Cracken himself.
Guess he’s really not all that busy, I thought to
myself.

“Tykin, this is General Cracken.  What’s
going on?” He said with a gruff voice.
Apparently he was busy.

“I just received a timed message from an

anonymous sender that a nameless government
official is gonna be in trouble soon.  I’ve got
nothing else.  I figured you’d want to put some
of your snoops on it.”

He frowned.  I couldn’t tell if he was real-
ly going to help me or not but, “Tykin, I’ll do
what I can.  If you can do what you usually do,
I’ll pay.  We’re really busy in some classified
operations here, so you might only get a couple
of bits of help here and there.  I’m going to
send over a communications op to try to trace
the call you got.  And yes, I know that as a
timed message, it could have come from any-
where.”

“Yeah, I guess that with the pay I’m get-

ting, I’ll be compensated for my traveling and
equipment costs?” I asked hopefully.  Last time
they only covered half, cheap bastards.

“Might as well.  You really helped us last
time.  Let me know about any developments as
soon as you get them.  I want to keep on top of
this.  Cracken out.”

About three hours later, after another cup
of caf and some calls to get some new equip-
ment to my office, the com guy showed up.
Like lightning he jacked into our terminal and
started tracking away.  After half and hour and
another cup of caf, for me and the com guy, he
managed to track the call to a public terminal
in the next building over.  I thanked him and
told him I’d check it out.

After he left, my first package of the day
showed up.  It was my new blaster pistol.  I’d
had it custom made cause I prefer to stun my
targets and have them arrested, but both of the
settings on the gun really packed a punch.  I
was also squeamish about shooting the wrong
person.  Another reason for the stun preference,
and I checked the blaster to see that, yes, it was
on stun.  After triple checking the pack in the
blaster and getting two more from my desk, I
settled the blaster in my shoulder holster threw
on my jacket and said goodbye to my secretary.
I was ready to go.

To Be Continued in Octobers Issue of LR....
Want to email the author? 
wormser13demolay@aol.com
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By Tom Shultz

S ome choose a life of adventure.  Others have
it thrust upon them.  How I wish I could
have been one of the ones lucky enough to

have a choice.
I never had any aspirations of life on the

road.  Fate, however, made me a criminal in my
homeland.

My father called it blasphemy.  He claimed I
violated his trust by taking my bride, Angelina,
and my daughter, Arianna, and attempting to flee
the oppression of his dark god.  Apparently, he
had been disgusted with me for some time for not
exuding qualities desirable within his religious
sect: ambition, cruelty and a penchant for murder.
His disgust was great enough to make me watch
as my family was executed.  I too was to be exe-
cuted, but someone had a greater purpose for me.
I was lucky, or unlucky enough to escape.  

I mourned their deaths for some time as I
evaded capture by my father's church.  For the
first time, I began to realize that the church was
not merely an influential organization, but literal-
ly controlled everything in the land.  I damned
myself for being so naïve.

Two months after I had escaped my father, a
small contingent of his agents caught up with me
in a small fishing village on the coast.  The three
men who comprised the group brutalized me,
breaking my arm and my collarbone in the
process, though it was nothing compared to the
mental anguish I had suffered from losing my
beloved wife and daughter.  I was prepared to die
right then and there, but fate intervened once
again.

Search and Retrieval Squad Members
An old man named Shin Hashimoto hap-

pened to be near the docks where I was being
beaten.  Being a man of good nature, he decided
to investigate why I was being beaten life from
limb.  I am not entirely sure of the events that
transpired, but apparently, Shin defeated all three
men single handedly and carried me back to his
boat.  I awoke two days later to find my wounds
had been tended to.  Despite some communica-
tion issues due to Shin's thick accent, he began to
relay the story of how he had defeated my father's
goon squad.  I responded by explaining to Shin
why the men wanted to kill me.

At first, I did not believe that Shin was capa-
ble handling such skilled warriors.  That was fine.
I don't think he believed why the men were trying
to kill me.  Not at first anyway.  Unlike Shin, I
voiced my doubts about his half of the story.  He
happily demonstrated his technique, almost
breaking my other arm in the process.

We arrived at a port town several days away
from my homeland several days later.  I thought
Shin meant to leave me there, which had me wor-
ried because it was still very close to home.
Instead, Shin invited me to go back to his home-
land with him and train to fight under his brother.
Shin gave me the impression that his brother was
much more proficient in the fighting arts than was
he.  

So on that fateful day, when I took up Shin's
offer to train, I took up the life of a warrior to aid
my quest of vengeance.  My father made the
choice for me.  He forced my hand.  I was now
an outlaw in my homelands.  If I could not
defend myself, I would not live to enact my
vengeance on my father and his forsaken religion. 

In my life, every day is a new battle.  Every
fight could be my last.  The only way to be sure I
will survive is to continue to train my body and
my mind as I strive for perfection.

With that being said, you can begin to under-
stand my life.

Some are driven to greatness by overwhelm-
ing ambition.  I seem to have stumbled into it.

I am not an instrument of destruction by
choice, but rather by necessity.
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INSTALLMENT ONE
THOSE WHO HAVE FALLEN

Search and Retrieval Squad Members

Kelhian, the Tracker
Male Human Ranger 2 / Rogue 3; CR 5 HD
2d10+6 plus 3d6+9; hp 38; Init +7; Spd 30
ft.; AC 19, touch 14, flat-footed 19; Atk +6
melee 1d6+3 damage(or +4 primary and +4
for offhand attack 1d6+3/1d4+2 damage), +8
ranged 1d8+2 damage(or +6/+6 with rapid
shot); AL NE; SV Fort +6, Ref +7, Will +0;
Str 15, Dex 18, Con 16, Int 11, Wis 11, Cha
10. Height 6ft 
Skills and Feats: Bluff +6, Climb +4 ,
Disguise +6, Gather Information +6, Hide +8,
Intuit Direction +6, Listen +4, Move Silently
+8, Read Lips +4, Search +4, Spot +4,
Wilderness Lore +6. Improved Initiative,
Point Blank Shot, Rapid Shot, (Ranger
Bonus)Track, (Ranger Bonus)Two weapon
fighting*, (Ranger Bonus) Ambidexterity*
*These are only applied when Kelhian is
wearing light armor or no armor at all.
(SA)Favored Enemy: Humans
(SA)Evasion
(SA)Uncanny Dodge: Dex bonus to AC
(SA)Sneak attack +2d6
Possessions: +2 black studded leather armor,

masterwork short sword and masterwork dag-
ger(matching set), 4 throwing knives,
Composite Strength Bow +2, 30 arrows
Background: Once a simple murderer who
killed for the sheer thrill of it, Kelhian was
very appreciative when he was snatched away
from the authorities as they were about to
pass sentence on him.  Now, he is a trained
killer who is paid handsomely by my father's
order to do what he loves most.  He prefers to
keep his enemies at bay or to let Craag pum-
mel them into the ground.  He is distrustful of
Tascol and somewhat jealous of his keen
intellect.

Craag, The Brute
Male Half-Fiend/Half Ogre Fighter 1; CR 5
HD 4d8+12 plus 1d10+3; hp 41; Init +1; Spd
30 ft.; AC 21, touch 11, flat-footed 20; Atk
+11(great club) 2d6+10 damage or
+10/+10/+7(Claw/Claw/Bite)
1d6+7/1d6+7/1d8+3 damage ; AL CE; SV
Fort +8, Ref +1, Will +1; Str 25, Dex 12, Con
17, Int 10, Wis 10, Cha 9. Height 9ft. 2 in. SQ
Immune to poison, Darkvision 60 feet,
Acid/Cold/Electricity/Fire Resistance 20.
Skills and Feats: Climb +12, Listen +5, Spot
+5, Climb +12, Jump +12, Swim +12,
Intimidate +4
Power attack, Cleave, Great Cleave
(SA)Darkness 3/day
(SA)Claw/Bite Claw 
Possessions: Masterwork chainmail,
Greatclub
Background: Craag was destined for great-
ness, or at least he thought so.  There weren't
many who were willing to tell him otherwise.
Formed by an unfortunate encounter between
an ogre and a fiend (exactly who this is unfor-
tunate for is a toss up), Craag's believed his
potential would be realized if he left his peo-
ple and worked for my father.  He didn't par-
ticularly like Kelhian, but he was smart
enough to see the value in his abilities.  He
had similar feelings for Tascol, but would
have readily replaced him if another of his
skill happened along.  

Tascol, The Magnificent
Male Human Sorceror; CR 5 HD 2d10+6 
plus 5d4+20; hp 34; Init +; Spd 30 ft.; AC,
touch, flat-footed; Atk +3 melee (mace) 1d6
damage or +5 ranged (dagger) 1d4 damage;
AL NE; SV Fort +7, Ref +6, Will +6; Str 12,
Dex 16, Con 18, Int 15, Wis 8, Cha 18.
Height 6ft 4in.
Skills and Feats: Alchemy +10, knowledge
(Arcana) +10, Concentration +12, Spellcraft
+10
Scribe Scroll, Improved Initiative, Brew
Potion
Arcane Spells: 6/7/5
Spells Known: 0th  lvl; Detect poison, daze,

Light, mage hand, Detect magic, Read magic.
1st lvl; Mage armor, True Strike, Magic
Missile, Charm person. 2nd lvl; Invisibility,
Whispering wind 
Possessions: Masterwork light mace, Bracers
of Armor +2, Cloak of Resistance +2, dagger,
2 scrolls of Mage Armor caster lvl 5, 1 potion
of Invisibility.
Background: Tascol fancies himself the mas-
termind of the group.  He is an aspiring despot
and views his servitude to my father as a step-
ping stone to better days.  He is, technically, in
charge and constantly reminds his adversaries.
Tascol plays the role of lookout and support
for the group.  He will often make himself
invisible and then use whispering wind to let
his cohorts know that their prey is on the way.
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Power of the Jedi Sourcebook
By Joseph Sallitt

After many months, the
long awaited sequel to the

popular Dark Side Sourcebook
is finally here.  Surprisingly
though, it isn't the "Light Side
Sourcebook."  This book is
dedicated solely to the Jedi
order and playing Jedi classes.  

The layout is similar to the
other WOTC Star Wars books.
The first chapter provides
background information about
the history of the Jedi, starting
from 25,000 years before the
battle of Yavin, all the way up
to the New Jedi Order.  For
those who are unfamiliar with
the history, it does an excellent

job of summarizing and combining material from the many EU
comics and books.  

Chapter Two contains the meat and bones of the new game
mechanics.  From new skills, feats, prestige classes, and even two
new force techniques.  We finally get some new light side skills such
as Battle Influence, Force Light, and Inspire.  There are feats to go
along with them like Battle Meditation, Beast Language, Cure
Disease, and Cure Poison.  The most interesting feat would have to
be Morichro, the "forbidden Jedi technique."  It allows a Jedi to
place another living creature in a trace.  Only wound damage, or
using a force power on the target can bring them out of it, so death is
very possible.  Dark side users would love this, but smartly WOTC
put on some pretty steep requirements.  No sourcebook is complete
without a bunch of prestige classes, and POTJ has four Jedi (Jedi
Healer, Jedi Instructor, Jedi Scholar, and Jedi Weapon Master) and
one force adept class (Force Warrior).  These new mechanics are all

surprisingly useful and will provide a welcomed change from the
base classes.  

Chapter 3 is probably the most useful in the whole book.
Entitled "Gamemastering a Jedi Campaign," it has a plethora of awe-
some information any GM or player could ever need.  It starts off
with a huge section with rules for Jedi behavior, including the Jedi
Code and basic goals all Jedi strive for.  Each section goes into unex-
pected detail about values and a strict moral code.  Roleplaying a
Jedi just got tougher, and I love it.  No more hacking and slashing
with lightsabers all the time, heh heh!

Chapter 3 continues with a great section about Jedi training.  A
whopping six pages are devoted just for this, including an in-depth
section relating to the trials for knighthood.  Defiantly must have
info for GMs wanting to run an all Jedi group from padawan on up.
This chapter alone is worth the $30.00 price tag.

The rest of the book fills out great, following along the lines of
the Dark Side Sourcebook.  We get a section about equipment
including lightsabers, force specific equipment, Jedi artifact, and Jedi
starships.

There is also a huge chapter that contains new races (many from
the new movies), new force sensitive creatures, and a large GM sec-
tion with character archetypes.  It then goes era by era listing new
stats for all your favorite characters such as Yoda, Mace Windu, and
Kit Fisto.  

The book ends with a chapter devoted to force powerful loca-
tions such as Yavin 4's Jedi acadamey and the popular Valley of the
Jedi from the Dark Forces video games.  Each location comes with
maps and adventure hooks.  

The Good:  I'll go out and say that this is the best sourcebook
WOTC has put out for D20 Star Wars.  Players and GMS who need
info on Jedi can look no further, as it provides pretty much every-
thing you need for a great campaign.  All the mechanics are useful
and well balanced, and the fluff text is great.  Chapter 3 is just sick.

The Bad:  30 bucks for 160 pages is a little rough, considering
that the new rulebook is 40 and you get 384 pages.

The Ugly:  Yaddle, the Jedi Master looks stoned and drunk in the
picture they used.

Epic Level Handbook
By Thomas Shultz

The long overdue Epic Level
Handbook has arrived, but

has it been worth the wait?  
It all depends on who you

are and how you play.  If you are
not a fan of your having your
group's monk severing the heads
of his opponents with an
unarmed attack or having your
druid shape change into a drag-
on, then don't buy the book.
Hell, don't let your players buy
the book either because if your
campaign lasts that long and you
don't want to deal with it, you

will have some disappointed players.  
Personally, I could live without this book.  Unfortunately, in order

to do so, I would have to make all of this stuff up and write it down
myself.  If I did that, then it would feel like a job.  I am not getting
paid for it.  Well, not yet, anyway (feel free to contact me for a
resume).  Unfortunately, I am lazy and I am not getting paid to do it,
so this book is an absolute must for me.  

Wizards did great job for laying the ground rules for epic cam-
paigning.  The feats, spells and magic items presented in the Epic
Level Handbook range from the 'barely epic' to the 'Hey, I'm a god and
I can't do that' level.

Wizards presents the rules for advancing past level twenty in a
character class, continue prestige classes with ten levels in them(such
as Assassin and Blackguard) and introduces Epic Prestige Classes,
which I am using to design another dozen or so.

Did I mention that this book is chock full of monsters?  Some of
them have several thousand hit points!(I love breaking out my Epic
Level Handbook to the monster section during my campaign sessions
just to make the players sweat).  The Epic Level Handbook has spiders
that are so big, they have their own ecosystem growing on their back!
If you don't like spiders the size of Rhode Island, then maybe you can
appreciate a flesh colossus, a construct made of over 300 previously
animated corpses that have been ground up and turned into an enor-
mous flesh golem like creature which is 'piloted' by a ghost of moder-
ate power or, with a simple magic jar spell, the creator can jump into
the driver's seat and control the monstrosity himself!

If your appetite isn't whet, then get the book for the artwork.  Get
it because eventually, you might want to convert that old 1st Edition
Campaign you ran for ten years into 3rd Edition and need the guide-
lines to do so.  Get it because your collection of 3rd Edition books
wouldn't be complete without it.  Get it because, yes, it was worth the
wait.  You know you want it, so go get it.

R E V I E W S
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FROM AROUND THE NET

NEWS & HAPPENINGS

BY JOHN FOUR

WEEKLY RPG TIPS

The 2nd annual ENnie awards were handed
out in a ceremony on Friday, August 9, at
Gencon. 

ENnies are given to d20 game products and
creators to recognize outstanding achievement in
the realm of Open Gaming. The awards originat-
ed with EN World, a leading web site devoted to
d20 gaming that features resources, industry
news, and message forums.

ENnies were awarded in 16 standard cate-
gories and one special category. The nominees
were selected by a panel of five independent
judges. Final winners were elected through open
voting by the gaming public. 

While we're thrilled to see so many Wizards
of the Coast products and employees on the list,
we want to extend our heartfelt congratulations
to all the winners and nominees and look for-
ward to seeing more great d20 products for 2003.

Winners
BEST D20 GAME: Call of Cthulhu 
(Wizards of the Coast) 
BEST ADVENTURE: If Thoughts Could Kill

(Malhavoc Press)
Best Campaign Setting: Oriental Adventures
(Wizards of the Coast) 
BEST SETTING SUPPLEMENT: Freeport: City of
Adventure (Green Ronin Publishing) 
BEST RULES SUPPLEMENT: Manual of the
Planes (Wizards of the Coast) 
BEST AID OR ACCESSORY:
Dungeon/Polyhedron Magazine
(Wizards of the Coast) 
BEST CARTOGRAPHY: FREEPORT: City of
Adventure (Green Ronin Publishing) 
BEST ART (INTERIOR): Deities & Demigods
(Wizards of the Coast) 
Best Art (Cover): Lord of the Iron Fortress
(Wizards of the Coast) 
BEST GRAPHIC DESIGN AND LAYOUT: Call of
Cthulhu (Wizards of the Coast) 
BEST MONSTER SUPPLEMENT: Creature
Collection II: Dark Menagerie [Scarred Lands]
(Sword & Sorcery Studios) 
BEST FREE PRODUCT OR WEB ENHANCEMENT:
Portable Hole Full of Beer (Ambient) 

BEST OFFICIAL WEBSITE: Wizards of the Coast 
BEST FAN RESOURCE SITE: SWRPGNetwork 
BEST FAN CAMPAIGN SITE: Conan d20 
BEST PUBLISHER: Wizards of the Coast 
SPECIAL AWARD FOR CONTRIBUTION TO OPEN
GAMING: Ryan Dancey 

Congratulations to all of the winners courtesy of
Legions Realm Monthly.

WWiinnnneerrss ooff tthhee ccoovveetteedd EEnnnniieess AAwwaarrddss ttooookk hhoommee mmaattcchhiinngg eevviill
ccrriitt ddiiccee..

General Notes For Call Of Cthulhu GMing
From: Logan H.
[Comment from Johnn: Woohoo! Tips for another
game system besides the fantasy/D&D genre
which I heap on my gaming plate. Tips like the
ones below for any game systems are always wel-
come!]

WAY too many frigging modules start out
"Your <friend/brother/cousin/etc> has <died/disap-
peared/gone insane> and you need to go to <some
scarey spot> to find out what is going on and <flee
in terror/die/go insane>.

That's sad and yes, that's the way Lovecraft
wrote. Pretty bad for a game of COC. IMO, stuff is
a LOT less scary if you don't give a crap about
your character and have to make a new one every
time. No continuity, no lasting friendships with
people you care about, etc.

Here is an example of how to make a lasting
relationship with an NPC. Let's say you are a pri-
vate detective and have a secretary.

Scenario 1: Your secretary goes insane, dies,
whatever. You have to go find out what happened.
Bit of a bummer but after the module, you have to
get a new secretary. Result in the characters mind
"Secretaries are expendable".

Scenario 2: Your secretary's BROTHER goes
insane, dies, whatever. Better. You still have to live
with the secretary. If you go kill the monster and it
doesn't help the brother, the secretary isn't going to
be really happy and may think you are making up
all of the monster stuff. You now have her harbor-
ing ill feelings towards the player and that can cre-
ate some entertaining scenes. Or, the players can
get slick and deal with the monster, then cure the

guy, then convince the secretary that he was made
insane by a woman leaving him, or whatever.

The important thing is the secretary doesn't
die. Then you can have other adventures with them
as a helpful backdrop. Let's say for example that
the player is in a gunfight. You want the secretary
to help.

Wrong way: The secretary yanks a pistol out
from under the desk, stands up and begins shooting
the hell out of the bad guys! Yes, you have hired
Rambo. This is usually done by GMs who have
insecurity problems or want to play NPCs as
though they were their personal characters. Bad,
bad, bad.

Right way: Click goes the PC's gun - out of
bullets! "TJ!" hisses the secretary. You look over,
see her yank a pistol out from under the desk she is
taking cover behind and she slides it to you! Bang,
bang, bang, goes the happy PC.

The PCs would have to be dense not to keep
this secretary employed. If the gunfight was really
fierce and if that scene went on BEFORE the sec-
retary needed help for her brother, how much more
motivated will the players be?

DANGER - do not make the NPC good at
everything. Limit the scope. There is a danger in
having them good at too many things - always
there with whatever is needed. It is OK to maybe
have her lend a bobby pin if the PCs need to try to
pick a lock but she shouldn't carry extra clips of
ammo, disguises, etc. A little goes a long way with
NPCs.

Players will also be much easier to keep on
the right side of things with NPCs who don't really
do anything but are just scenery. Like the guy at

the newsstand that says "Hey - hows it going TJ?
Heard we are going to have some rain soon, eh?
Need a paper?" If you as a GM remember to use
these guys regularly they can be used (very infre-
quently!) for a couple of different things:

* Positive reinforcement: "Hey TJ! Heard that
you captured

that evil guy who was robbing people! Way to
go! Our city

sure could use a few more like you!"
* Negative reinforcement: "Oh - yeah - hey

TJ. Um. Yeah. Need a paper? Yeah.
Heard...um...someone who looked a bit like you
was wanted for questioning by the cops - but that's
not you! You're just a regular Joe right?"

* Creepy stuff: (don't use this one often!)
When the PC is insane have a bit of a build up and
then the PC's notice blood is dripping off of the
papers - (this can also make the statement that the
press causes more than prevents murderers, etc).
Have the character snap out of it after enough of a
weird scene (couple paragraphs worth of talking
about it) and have everything back to normal,
except that the newspaper guy looks a bit worried
"Hey Mr. TJ - you don't look so good - you wanna
glass of water or sumthin'? This tells the PC "I've
lost too many sanity points! Oh no!" Hell of a lot
better than saying "You go insane for awhile" or
"You go into catatonic shock". Have the PC make
a sanity roll the first time he shoots a human. Give
him d6 SAN loss. People who can murder other
people (even in self defense) without agonizing
over it at all are considered 'insane'.
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OPEN GAME LICENSE Version 1.0a

The following text is the property of
Wizards of the Coast, Inc. and is
Copyright 2000 Wizards of the Coast,

Inc (“Wizards”). All Rights Reserved.
1. Definitions: (a)”Contributors” means the

copyright and/or trademark owners who have
contributed Open Game Content;
(b)”Derivative Material” means copyrighted
material including derivative works and trans-
lations (including into other computer lan-
guages), potation, modification, correction,
addition, extension, upgrade, improvement,
compilation, abridgment or other form in which
an existing work may be recast, transformed or
adapted; (c) “Distribute” means to reproduce,
license, rent, lease, sell, broadcast, publicly dis-
play, transmit or otherwise distribute; (d)”Open
Game Content” means the game mechanic and
includes the methods, procedures, processes
and routines to the extent such content does not
embody the Product Identity and is an enhance-
ment over the prior art and any additional con-
tent clearly identified as Open Game Content
by the Contributor, and means any work cov-
ered by this License, including translations and
derivative works under copyright law, but
specifically excludes Product Identity. (e)
“Product Identity” means product and product
line names, logos and identifying marks includ-
ing trade dress; artifacts; creatures characters;
stories, storylines, plots, thematic elements,
dialogue, incidents, language, artwork, sym-
bols, designs, depictions, likenesses, formats,
poses, concepts, themes and graphic, photo-
graphic and other visual or audio representa-
tions; names and descriptions of characters,
spells, enchantments, personalities, teams, per-
sonas, likenesses and special abilities; places,
locations, environments, creatures, equipment,
magical or supernatural abilities or effects,
logos, symbols, or graphic designs; and any
other trademark or registered trademark clearly
identified as Product identity by the owner of
the Product Identity, and which specifically
excludes the Open Game Content; (f)
“Trademark” means the logos, names, mark,
sign, motto, designs that are used by a
Contributor to identify itself or its products or

the associated products contributed to the Open
Game License by the Contributor (g) “Use”,
“Used” or “Using” means to use, Distribute,
copy, edit, format, modify, translate and other-
wise create Derivative Material of Open Game
Content. (h) “You” or “Your” means the licens-
ee in terms of this agreement.

2. The License: This License applies to
any Open Game Content that contains a notice
indicating that the Open Game Content may
only be Used under and in terms of this
License. You must affix such a notice to any
Open Game Content that you Use. No terms
may be added to or subtracted from this
License except as described by the License
itself. No other terms or conditions may be
applied to any Open Game Content distributed
using this License.

3.Offer and Acceptance: By Using the
Open Game Content You indicate Your accept-
ance of the terms of this License.

4. Grant and Consideration: In considera-
tion for agreeing to use this License, the
Contributors grant You a perpetual, worldwide,
royalty-free, non-exclusive license with the
exact terms of this License to Use, the Open
Game Content.

5.Representation of Authority to
Contribute: If You are contributing original
material as Open Game Content, You represent
that Your Contributions are Your original cre-
ation and/or You have sufficient rights to grant
the rights conveyed by this License.

6.Notice of License Copyright: You must
update the COPYRIGHT NOTICE portion of
this License to include the exact text of the
COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any Open Game
Content You are copying, modifying or distrib-
uting, and You must add the title, the copyright
date, and the copyright holder’s name to the
COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any original Open
Game Content you Distribute.

7. Use of Product Identity: You agree not
to Use any Product Identity, including as an
indication as to compatibility, except as
expressly licensed in another, independent
Agreement with the owner of each element of
that Product Identity. You agree not to indicate
compatibility or co-adaptability with any

Trademark or Registered Trademark in con-
junction with a work containing Open Game
Content except as expressly licensed in anoth-
er, independent Agreement with the owner of
such Trademark or Registered Trademark. The
use of any Product Identity in Open Game
Content does not constitute a challenge to the
ownership of that Product Identity. The owner
of any Product Identity used in Open Game
Content shall retain all rights, title and interest
in and to that Product Identity.

8. Identification: If you distribute Open
Game Content You must clearly indicate which
portions of the work that you are distributing
are Open Game Content.

9. Updating the License: Wizards or its
designated Agents may publish updated ver-
sions of this License. You may use any author-
ized version of this License to copy, modify
and distribute any Open Game Content origi-
nally distributed under any version of this
License.

10 Copy of this License: You MUST
include a copy of this License with every copy
of the Open Game Content You Distribute.

11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may
not market or advertise the Open Game
Content using the name of any Contributor
unless You have written permission from the
Contributor to do so.

12 Inability to Comply: If it is impossible
for You to comply with any of the terms of this
License with respect to some or all of the Open
Game Content due to statute, judicial order, or
governmental regulation then You may not Use
any Open Game Material so affected.

13 Termination: This License will termi-
nate automatically if You fail to comply with
all terms herein and fail to cure such breach
within 30 days of becoming aware of the
breach. All sublicenses shall survive the termi-
nation of this License.

14 Reformation: If any provision of this
License is held to be unenforceable, such pro-
vision shall be reformed only to the extent nec-
essary to make it enforceable.

15 COPYRIGHT NOTICE
Open Game License v 1.0 Copyright 2000,
Wizards of the Coast, Inc.
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LR Monthly is seeking gamers of all varieties to contribute
any OR all of the following:

Articles (Reviews, Editorials, Home Rules, etc...)

Details on YOUR On-Going Campaign

Original Artwork

Fiction

Ideas

IF YOU’RE

INTERESTED IN

PARTICIPATING EITHER ONCE

OR ON A MONTHLY BASIS, EMAIL

THE ADDRESS BELOW WITH THE FOLLOWING INFO:
NAME (William Smith)

SPECIALTY (Art or Fiction)
LOCATION (Ohio)

EMAIL ADDRESS (gamer@rpg.com)
WHERE DID YOU SEE THIS AD? (Local Game Store)

ANY OTHER PERTINENT INFORMATION
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